
           STEEL-BED™

INSTRUCTIONS & TECHNIQUES
  Kit consists of: - (1) 11⁄2-fl. oz. (44.3 mL) jar STEEL-BED Resin; (1) 11⁄2-fl. oz. (44.3 mL) jar STEEL-
BED Hardener; (1) 7⁄8-fl. oz. (25.87 mL) jar ACRAGLAS® Non-Flammable Release Agent; (1) Brown 
Dye Pak, (1) Black Dye Pak, (1) STEEL-BED Measuring Spoon, (1) re-useable Poly Mixing Dish, (2) 
Mixing Sticks and (2) Long-Handled Release Agent Applicators.
    Congratulations! You have just purchased the very finest steel-bearing kit that is possible to 
manufacture. State-of-the Art epoxy components, specially formulated to meet the very exact-
ing requirements of skin-tight fit, zero shrinkage and incredible resistance to recoil and impact, 
are combined by an exclusive manufacturing technique with specially atomized stainless steel 
particles. This unique technology puts 21⁄2 times more steel into the bedding than any other 
technique. In fact, one-half pound of stainless steel by weight in only 6 ounces by volume of 
bedding!! “Why stainless steel particles?” Because stainless steel cannot rust nor cause rust on 
the surface of the barrel or action the STEEL-BED is holding so tightly. Plus, it adds the strength 
and weight of “steel” at the same time you are doing a superior bedding job.
   STEEL-BED also introduces a new “2-way” mixing system for your ultimate convenience; 
“No-Measure” for maximum speed and ease, and “Measured Smaller Amounts” when only a 
small amount is required and you don’t want to mix the entire kit. Plus, a new professional 
  We know you will be delighted with the results you will get bedding guns with STEEL-BED 
Bedding Compound. In fact, we guarantee your satisfaction - 100%...period.

INLETTING
  Allow 1⁄32" to 1⁄16" clearance in barrel channel and behind recoil lug. The interior surfaces of the 
wood should be left rough rather than sanded smooth - not to increase strength of STEEL-BED 
bond-to-wood, but to add strength to the wood itself by creating more exposed wood surface 
and thus, realizing the full advantages of the STEEL-BED strength-giving qualities. Remove stock 
finish from inletting when bedding previously finished stocks. Please note that STEEL-BED cannot 
be colored to match wood. Try to open barrel channel only a minimal amount at the top of the 
channel so that as little STEEL-BED shows as possible.

METAL PREPARATION - USE OF NON-FLAMMABLE RELEASE AGENT
Gun and RELEASE AGENT must be 70° F. or higher for most effective coverage.

  Carefully inspect the firearm to be bedded and fill all milled-out sections and recesses with 
modeling clay Modeling clay is our first choice because it cleans up easily and can be used again 
and again. Smooth with spatula to keep all surfaces even and flush with each other. File, sand 
or polish to remove pits and deep machine marks. Fill any remaining pits or machine marks with 
modeling clay. Double check the recoil lug, or any other projection, to make sure that it is not 
wider at the bottom than the top. That sort of shape (a reverse taper) can mechanically lock the 
action into the stock once surrounded by STEEL-BED. File, sand or grind to change any reverse 
tapers to positive tapers (wider at the top than the bottom). Cover the front, sides and bottom of 
the recoil lug with Brownells Wide Bedding Tape or heavy waterproof tape. The rear lug surface 
must not be covered because it transfers recoil to the stock and must be an absolutely tight fit. 
However, be sure to fill any metal imperfections with modeling clay. The slight clearance created 
by the tape on the non-critical surfaces will make it easier to remove the action from the stock 
for cleaning and repair.
  Stir the Release Agent or shake it vigorously before using. Use your finger (wear rubber 
gloves), a Q-Tip or small paint brush to apply Release Agent to the barreled action. Make 
sure you get it into all recesses and corners. Apply two or more THIN coats of Release Agent 
on all exposed metal surfaces of the barreled action, triggerguard/floorplate, modeling 
clay and bedding tape that might contact STEEL-BED. Be sure to cover ALL surfaces and 
recesses. Let dry thoroughly between coats so carrier evaporates completely. Thick coats 
will “skin over”, trapping unevaporated carrier which may damage bluing/metal. Wait for 
about 5 minutes, or until the Release Agent is dry to the touch. Hold the barreled action up 
toward a light and look across all surfaces. You should see a nearly transparent, continuous, 
vinyl film covering them. If you see any bright reflections or a break in the coating, put more 
Release Agent on those areas. Give the guard screws and any stock pins a THIN coat of gun 
grease or paste wax after the Release Agent dries on them. Be certain the coat of Release 
Agent is THOROUGHLY DRY before bedding. When the bedding job is done, you can remove 
Release Agent from both gun and bedding with warm water. If you need to thin the Release 
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Agent, alcohol works well. Gun and Release Agent must be room temperature (68°F.) or 
higher before beginning the bedding operation.
  When the bedding job is completed, RELEASE AGENT can be removed  from both gun and bed-
ding with rubbing alcohol, Brownells TCE Cleaner Degreaser, Birchwood Casey Gun Scrubber, or 
similar solvents.

SPECIAL NOTE REGARDING FOLLOWING THESE INSTRUCTIONS:

  Follow measuring instructions closely. The use of additional Hardener will not make your 
STEEL-BED accurizing compound set up faster. Too much Hardener will actually cause the mix-
ture to set up improperly or not at all. The instructions are complete and easy to follow. Following 
them will ensure positive and consistent success every time.

MIXING AND APPLICATION

MIXING RATIO 1-TO-1 BY VOLUME. Weighing components gives incorrect ratios.

Components and gun must be warmed to minimum of 70° F. before measuring and mixing.
This same minimum temperature must be maintained during curing.

  Method 1: No-Measure Mixing - Remove caps from both STEEL-BED RESIN and STEEL-BED 
HARDENER jars.
  Empty entire pre-measured contents of STEEL-BED HARDENER jar into the oversized STEEL-
BED RESIN jar. Use the mixing stick to help scoop the Hardener into the Resin jar.
  Thoroughly mix (do not whip) the Resin and Hardener together with mixing stick for a total 
of four (4) minutes. Always mix a total of FOUR (4) MINUTES. Your STEEL-BED is now ready to 
use.
  Method 2: Mixing Measured, Smaller Amounts - STEEL-BED need not all be mixed at one time. 
You can easily mix only the quanitity you need. Use the measuring spoon included with the kit or 
a measuring spoon which can be easily loaded with STEEL-BED components. (Note: Tablespoon 
holds 1⁄2 oz. volume. Teaspoon holds 1⁄6 oz. volume. One tablespoon equals three teaspoons.) 
Remember, the mixing ratio is 1 part STEEL-BED Resin to 1 part STEEL-BED Hardener. Use the 
mixing stick to overfill the measuring spoon with STEEL-BED Resin then carefully strike off Resin 
with mixing stick to give exact full measure. Wipe stick dry with paper towel. Use the same end 
of the stick to work all the Resin out of your measuring spoon into the mixing dish with a care-
ful ”peeling” motion. Wipe the measuring spoon clean with paper towel. Repeat this procedure 
using the other end of mixing stick to fill and strike the cleaned measuring spoon with STEEL-BED 
Hardener. Again, use the mixing stick to “peel” all of the Hardener out of measuring spoon and 
into mixing dish.
  Thoroughly mix (do not whip) the Resin and Hardener with mixing stick for a total of four (4) 
minutes. Always mix a total of FOUR (4) MINUTES. Your STEEL-BED is now ready to use.
  Time/Temperature Note: At 72°-75° F., you have approximately 20 minutes working time before 
your STEEL-BED becomes too stiff to use and provide a suitable bond between epoxy and wood. 
At higher room temperatures, the stiffening occurs much more rapidly, with a proportionate 
decrease in working time. Working time can be lengthened by setting the mixing dish in a shal-
low pan of cold water and stirring occasionally.
  During winter time in cold climates, be sure your containers of STEEL-BED Resin and Hardener 
are at least 70°-72° F. before measuring and mixing. Colder temperatures make components very 
difficult to meaure accurately and nearly impossible to stir with a “lumpy” texture. This will result 
in poor bedding jobs.

BEDDING

  Use the mixing stick to spread the prepared STEEL-BED in a ridge down the center of the barrel 
channel and prevent air being trapped when barrel is set. Fill the recoil lug recess with a sufficient 
amount of STEEL-BED to prevent voids. A very thin coat should also be spread around interior 
of complete action recess. Firmly press barrel and action to desired depth. Hold in position with 
guard screws, clamps, etc., as required.
  When STEEL-BED shows signs of taking a firm set - generally 5 to 6 hours after application - 
remove surplus, exposed STEEL-BED with a popsicle stick or similar  piece of wood, or flat piece

BE SURE WOOD IS
CLEAN & OIL FREE
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of nylon shaped like a knife blade to prevent scratching or damage to gun bluing. If you wet the 
blade with water it will speed up work and keep blade much cleaner. Remove any excess STEEL-
BED that might create a “mechanical lock” and prevent easy separation of metal from wood. 

Check that the bedding is not above centerline of barrel, overlapping the tang or above top of 
the magazine well, etc. After 12 to 18 hours, the barreled action can be removed. Any excess 
STEEL-BED can then be trimmed with a sharp knife or wood-working chisel. If the inletting job 
has left a gap between the metal and wood, leave a very small bead of STEEL-BED in this gap 
above wood. The excess can be sanded to the contour of the stock after the STEEL-BED has 
reached full-cure. Because of the stainless steel content, sanded or worked surfaces have a gray 
metallic appearance.
  Under normal conditions the gun can be removed from the stock within 6 to 8 hours. In cases 
of an extremely tight fit, the careful use of a soft rubber mallet will help get the gun and stock 
apart. If it does not readily separate, first check for “mechanical locks” mentioned above and 
remove them. If you still cannot separate, then put the stock and barreled action in large freezer 
overnight to permit the differences in contraction rate of STEEL-BED and gun steel to separate 
the pieces for you. If all else fails, call the Technical Support Department of Brownells, Inc., for 
specific help.
  We cannot think of a situation when it is necessary to break the stock - unless you did not use 
release agent correctly or did not fill recesses, milled-out sections or rough pits with clay which 
created internal “mechanical locks” that cannot now be removed.
  If you find voids (bubbles or the like) between metal and STEEL-BED, these can be filled 
by applying freshly mixed STEEL-BED in minute quantities and re-bedding barrel and action. 
Bonding will be complete and as strong as if void had not existed. Be sure voids are completely 
free of Release Agent before filling; and, you must recoat the metal with Release Agent.

2 FULL-CURE METHODS TO CHOOSE FROM

  Rapid Full-Cure: First, allow bedding to setup overnight (minimum of 24 hours), then gently 
heat barrel and action until they are heated through and uniformly warm to the touch, (which will 
be between 100-125° F.). Hold at this temperature for 3 hours (do NOT exceed 125° F.). STEEL-BED 
will receive equivalent of 6 days room temperture cure in this 3 hours, and will be full-cured and 
at maximum strength. Gun can be fired immediately.
  Heat source can be any convenient one: heat lamp, space heater, etc. Be sure to test heat’s 
effect on stock finish, and monitor and control heat output. Many heat sources can badly dam-
age wood and finish if used directly on stock finishes or wood. 125° F. is not very hot. Be careful. 
NOTE: Remember - adding “extra” hardener PREVENTS complete hardening!
  Normal Full-Cure: Usually 3 to 4 days at 72° F. is sufficient for full-cure, and gun can be fired 
at this time. However, maximum strength will be achieved in 1 week, and waiting will be much 
better.
  You now have given your gun the finest of steel-bedding accurizing jobs possible.

CLEANUP

  Small traces of epoxy adhering to barrel, action, cutting instruments, other metal parts and 
hands can be removed (while the STEEL-BED is still sticky) with a cloth saturated with rubbing 
alcohol or with TCE Cleaner Degreaser. Keep these solvents away from finished stocks, which 
they may easily damage. Areas that are not cleaned up before the STEEL-BED is setup will have 
to be scraped, sanded, filed, or chiseled clean.

MORE ABOUT YOUR STEEL-BED

  STEEL-BED is acidproof, waterproof and weatherproof. Pound for pound stronger than steel, 
it will never rot or deteriorate; resists alkalies and has superior insulating qualities. It is highly 
resistant to impact and will not dent; should it ever be damaged or if an improper job is done the 
first time, it can easily be corrected or mended by using more materials from the kit. Sanding can 
be done by hand or machine, using open grit and slow speed - less than 1600 rpm.
  Unlike paints or air drying plastics, STEEL-BED bedding compound hardens by internal chemi-
cal action, so a hard surface indicates a hard interior ready for finishing. The mixture becomes 
hot before reaching setting temperature - then kicks over and begins to harden.

Store in cool place. Shelf life of unmixed STEEL-BED components is in excess of ten years.
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OTHER GUNSMITH USES FOR STEEL-BED

Repairing lots of broken things around shop.
Repair of all metal jigs and fixtures.
Pillar bedding of action and floorplate.
Reinforcing recoil lugs.
Tight fitting pistol grips.
“Skin fitting” shotgun or rifle butt stocks.
Shimming scope mounts which do not properly fit the gun receiver.
Repairing anything aluminum - gun parts, camping equipment, boats.
Making form-fitting holding jigs, barrel vise jaws, clamp faces.
Repairing cold-casting molds.
Installing shotgun headspace rings.
As build-up shims for leveling equipment and machinery.
As plug fillers over countersunk screwholes and bolt heads.
To build up eyes in hammer or axe heads to give long lasting fit.
Repairing enlarged sling swivel screw holes.
As a pressure point in partially free-floating fore-stocks.
Strengthening weak wooden fore-stocks by cutting groove or
 grooves in barrel channel and filling with Steel-Bed.
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DANGER: Hardener: CAUSES BURNS. SENSITIZER. VAPORS CAN BE 
IRRITATING. Resin: STRONG SENSITIZER. IRRITANT. Hardener contains: 
Amine blend, Benzyl alcohol, Phenol. Resin contains: Epoxy resin, Alkyl 
glycidyl ether. Do not get in eyes, on skin, or clothing. Do not swallow. 
Wear rubber gloves and eye protection when handling. FIRST AID: For 
eyes/skin: Flush thoroughly with water for at least 15 minutes. Remove 
contaminated clothing. For ingestion: Do not induce vomiting. Consult 
physician or Poison Control Center IMMEDIATELY. WARNING: This product 
contains a chemical known to the State of California to cause cancer.
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